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Chemical precursors for chemist-friendly synthesis of  

Si- and C-nanoparticles  
 

It has been clearly demonstrated that solution-based synthesis of nanoparticles (NPs) or nanocrystals 

(NCs) is a promising simple and benign method providing a number of advantages compared to the 

physical synthetic approaches. Indeed, in contrast to physical methods which use generally highly 

sophisticated and expensive equipment, the chemical method starting with the nucleation by thermal or 

chemical reduction of metallic precursors (simple chemical reactions in solution) does not require special 

apparatus and thus allows to synthesize various nanomaterials in ordinary chemical laboratories.  

 

Is such a chemist-friendly-synthetic method of NPs also applicable to non-metallic nanomaterials? 

 

The answer is “no”. Group-14 element based nanomaterials, particularly semiconductor NPs of 

germanium and silicon, are an exciting class of materials with a range of biomedical and optoelectronic 

applications. The C-based NPs represented by carbon nanotubes and graphenes also continue to 

revolutionize materials science. However, the major synthetic methods for such group-14 element NPs 

are still conventional physical or thin film methods and their solution-based synthesis remains much less 

common. This situation is certainly due to the lack of appropriate precursors which allow to easily 

generate the corresponding atomic elements (Si, C) by gentle thermal activation.  

 

 

 

This project principally aims at developing the first appropriate (thermally labile) precursors, notably 

themally labile low-valent Si- and C-complexes (for example, L→SiR2, L→C←L), allowing to synthesize 

various Si- and C-nanomaterials in an ordinary flask using classical chemical synthetic techniques. The 

success of this project should provide to most of synthetic chemists an easy access to the research on Si- 

and C-nanomaterials, and thus should considerably accelerate their development, as it has been seen in 

the metal based nanoscience. 
 

The candidate must have a solid background in molecular chemistry (organic and organometallic 

chemistry). Good skill in manipulations with highly reactive molecules (air-sensitive complexes) will also 

be required. Applications should include a cover letter and a detailed CV with the name and address of at 

least one referee. ANR grant guarantied.  


